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About This Game

Are you a fan of Casual games that provide simple mechanics and challenging gameplay ? Bubblien Pop offers exactly that,
while simultaneously testing player’s reflexes, accuracy and hand-eye coordination.

Basic gameplay involves a player controlling a spaceship, while shooting bubbles through more than 100 levels of action packed
gameplay.

Controls

  -The game is mostly played by using the mouse.Keyboard is only needed for pressing a confirmation button when in-game
instructions appear.

  -Left click is used to fire the lasers at the bubbles.

  -Level selection screen can be moved by scrolling mouse wheel up or down.

Gameplay mechanics

Initial version contains 100 stages divided in 9 galaxies, each having 10-15 stages. New stages are going to be added weekly in
packs of 15-20 levels, providing a very long, constantly updated, bubble popping journey.

Each stage starts with differing numbers and sizes of balloons. Players control the spaceship with the mouse and shoot by
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pressing the shoot button. Any bubbles larger than the smallest ones are split in 4 smaller units which split further until finally
disappearing. Players are given exact amount of ammo every time they begin playing the stage and they have to pop all balloons

in order to progress on quest map.

There are 4 types of stages, each having it's own task, and many different bubble types to keep the gameplay fun,challenging
and fresh.
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